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The use of artificial intelligence tools is rapidly increasing. Companies are now looking to use 

AI for recruitment in order to try to ensure a more fair process. This thesis aims to answer the 

question “How do recruiters in the Swedish IT sector perceive the effectiveness of AI tools in 

mitigating bias within the recruitment process?”. While some recruiters see AI as a tool to 

increase objectivity and fairness in applicant selection, others are cautious believing the lack 

of transparency and explainability makes AI an unreliable resource. Previous literature 

includes the prevalence of bias in recruitment, and explains the difference in bias between 

different AI tools, but does not elaborate much of its perceived value by the human users 

themselves, a large component in its practical application and value. To answer this question, 

a quantitative analysis in the form of a questionnaire was conducted, and the responses 

analyzed. Results show that recruiters trust in their own ability to identify bias, but not the 

ability of others, pointing to human factors being the main reason for the emergence of bias in 

recruiting and AI. AI tools are perceived as slightly more trustworthy, but are not deemed 

effective in their current state.
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1 Introduction 

The use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools has increased dramatically, and with the release of 

public tools such as ChatGPT, this is likely to continue. These AI tools now play a role in the 

job market itself, including the recruitment industry. The tools aim to help with recruiting for 

the companies that use them, but several concerns may arise as a result. One major factor is 

the question of bias, how does bias arise in AI tools, and how does it affect recruitment in the 

IT industry? 

Traces of using AI tools, or in this case ChatGPT is being recognised across a large portion of 

hiring processes in companies today already. A 2023 study by ResumeBuilder shows that 

97% of respondents were already using ChatGPT as part of their recruitment process, to some 

extent. The primary ways AI is being used for recruitment includes Writing job descriptions, 

drafting interview questions and responding to applicants.  

However, several historical cases have been made where AI tools used are unfairly balanced.  

Najibi (2020) explains that racial discrimination in face recognition algorithms was apparent 

in the 2018 “Gender Shades” project, and incidents where AI was biased specifically in 

recruitment software has also been found, such as the secret 2016 Amazon recruiting tool, 

which showed substantial bias against female applicants (Dastin, 2018). 

Previous concerns with having artificial intelligence tools has been the risk of profiling and 

bias based on insufficient databases or algorithms, which in some cases has made using AI 

recruitment tools less of a benefit and more of a concern. One example of this, brought up in 

the study “Ethical AI in facial expression analysis: racial bias”,, is that some ”state-of-the-art 

facial expression recognition methods such as Deep Emotion…” (Sham et al., 2022, p. 399) 

are bound to fail, since there is a  “possibility of the methods being biased toward certain 

races. Therefore, a concern about fairness arises, and the lack of research aimed at 

investigating racial bias only increases the concern.” (Sham et al., 2022, p. 399). In this 

research, it was discovered that facial recognition systems were based on databases with a 

lack of balance between races in the data. This imbalance was then further magnified when 

the systems were put to use. Furthermore, the research shows that when data is balanced 

equally across different races, unbiased performance of the AI is obtainable (Sham et al., 

2022). 

The new AI tools that are being developed around the market may reduce these issues, but for 

AI tools to be used in recruitment efficiently, an understanding of the attitude of the user 

needs to be attained, in order to ensure an efficient human-machine collaboration. Therefore, 

this thesis aims to investigate the bias concerns of AI tools, and the general attitude of 

recruiters towards them. 
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1.1 Research Question 

How do recruiters in the Swedish IT sector perceive the effectiveness of AI tools in mitigating 

bias within the recruitment process? 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to better understand how recruiters perceive AI tools and their 

ability to mitigate bias as part of the recruitment process in Swedish IT companies. This aims 

to provide further understanding of how artificial intelligence tools can be utilized to improve 

selection procedures, while also keeping in mind the potential risks they present.  

This could provide companies and recruiters with useful information for future decision 

making when maintaining their recruitment processes, taking their attitude towards AI tools 

and its usefulness into consideration. 

1.3 Boundaries 

To keep the data relevant, boundaries have been set to address IT Companies within Sweden, 

as well as companies who recruit for positions for the Swedish IT job market. Although there 

are other ethical concerns with the use of AI such as Data Handling, Bias has been selected as 

the issue of investigation, as it is both relevant and measurable, while keeping the study focus 

clear and the scope relevant. 
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2 Literature Review 

This chapter, divided into six parts, reviews previous literature to provide a basic 

understanding of the subject. It commences by explaining the recruitment process, AI, and 

bias. Next, it delves into bias within current recruitment practices, followed by its emergence 

in AI systems. Finally the chapter weighs the balance of trust and fear in AI interactions, and 

ends in a Thematic overview. 

2.1 The Recruitment Process 

Recruitment is defined as “the process of finding people to work for a company or become a 

new member of an organization” (Cambridge Dictionary, N.D.). The process of recruiting is 

divided into seven different parts, listed below. 

2.1.1 Identifying the needs of the company 

Before applicants themselves are part of the process, a company must first decide their needs. 

These needs include the exact position that needs to be filled, writing the title of the position, 

how it fits into the organization and the main duties. Both required as well as potentially 

meriting competences are also outlined here (Cook, 2009, p.92): 

- “Very specific skills or knowledge that workers will acquire as part of their training, 

but would not possess beforehand, e.g. knowing how to serve meals and drinks on an 

aircraft.” 

- “More generalized skills or knowledge that organization might wish to select for, e.g. 

communicating well in writing.” 

- “Aptitudes that would make it easier for a person to acquire more specific 

competences, e.g. flexibility, or ability to learn quickly” 

- “Personality characteristics, e.g. resilience, tolerance” 

These attributes make up the core of what a company needs to gather and process before 

making a job advertisement (Cook, 2009). 

Outlining the job position that needs to be filled, and knowing exactly what to look for in 

applicants to the position, as well as communicating this efficiently through a job 

advertisement is what makes this stage the start of the candidate selection process within 

recruitment.  
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2.1.2 Sourcing candidates 

Finding people suitable for the job starts with reaching out to potential applicants. This can be 

done via relocation within a company, but also through external recruiting. A company can 

source candidates in many ways, such as public or private agencies, job fairs or e-recruitment 

(Cook, 2009). 

The goal of this step in the process is to make the job as known as possible in order to gather 

as many potential high quality candidates as possible. 

2.1.3 Screening applicants 

Applicant screening is where documents are reviewed. CV, Application forms and resumes of 

all applicants are analyzed. Screening can be done in other ways too, such as telephone 

screenings or through references to the applicant. 

Information gathered at this stage ranges all the way from education level, work experience, 

personality traits and more. Pre-screening questions may also be sent out to applicants in 

order to get further information about applicants. 

The information gathered from candidates is used to determine the most suitable candidates 

for the open position, so called “shortlisting”.  

2.1.4 Shortlisting candidates 

Shortlisting is the process of selecting the most suitable candidates for a given role. 

Companies may choose to call references to verify the information applicants provided in the 

previous step in order to get a better idea of the applicant (Cook, 2009). Their overall fit for 

the company is ranked using a 1-10 scale, with the best fits being part of the list, known as 

being “shortlisted”. This list is then used to know which candidates should be called for an 

interview, effectively sifting out applicants not fit for the role advertised.  

Bias is a clear problem at this stage and links to ethical issues (Cook, 2009). Studies have 

found that for example, candidates with African American names are less likely to get 

shortlisted than applicants with caucasian names, at a rate of 0.67 to 1 respectively (Cook, 

2009). Maximizing fairness in the application is therefore important, as the applicants ideally 

should only be judged by their ability to do the job and their fit into the company. Studies by 

Kethley and Terpstra (2005) also show that the shortlisting process is not fully fair, finding 

both gender and racially based complaints, along with other forms of potentially 

discriminating factors, such as age. 
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2.1.5 Interviews 

Interviews are a core part of the selection process. It involves recruiters asking questions to 

applicants, with the purpose of determining their fit into the company and position advertised, 

as well as an opportunity for the company to see how applicants are as people (Cook, 2009). 

They may be conducted by one or more people from the company or recruitment firm. d 

Cook explains that interviews “seek to assess different attributes of candidates.”, the most 

common ones being “personality dimensions, especially conscientiousness, most frequently 

assessed (35%), followed by social skills (28%), and mental ability (16%)”, with other less 

common ones being “... knowledge and skills (10%), interests and preferences (4%), 

organizational fit (3%) or physical attributes (4%).” (Cook, 2009, p 95). 

2.1.6 Testing 

Mental tests are a valuable tool for assessing candidates' cognitive abilities, and they can be 

used to measure various aspects such as verbal, numerical, and reasoning abilities (Cook, 

2009). The use of these tests helps employers to identify the candidates who have the 

necessary skills to perform the job. 

In addition, Cook emphasizes the importance of ensuring that the tests used are job-related 

and consistent with the job requirements. This means that employers should select tests that 

measure the skills and knowledge required for the job. For instance, for a data analyst 

position, the employer may use tests that measure the candidates' skills in data analysis, 

statistics, and programming. 

Personality is a crucial aspect of the selection process. Cook (2009) notes that personality 

tests can provide valuable information about candidates' behaviors, values, and motivations. 

These tests can be used to assess whether candidates fit with the organization's culture and the 

job requirements. 

The tests used need to be valid and reliable, so that they do not discriminate against any 

particular group of candidates. Additionally, reasonable accommodations should be provided 

to candidates with disabilities to ensure that they have equal access to the testing process 

(Cook, 2009). 

After testing is completed, the results are typically used in conjunction with other information 

gathered during the recruitment process, such as resumes, interviews, and reference checks, to 

make informed hiring decisions. Testing provides current data that can help employers assess 

applicant's ability, assisting employers in identifying the most qualified candidates for the job 

opening. This increases the likelihood of making a successful hire.  

2.1.7 Extending a job offer 

Finally, if the applicant has been chosen and has passed the testing phase, a job offer is sent to 

the applicant by the employer or recruitment firm. If the applicant accepts this offer, a 
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contract is to be signed, and applicants are given the starting date and other onboarding 

information, such as Terms and conditions, Salary, Benefits, etc. (Indeed, 2023). 

2.2 Understanding AI, Machine Learning, and Algorithms 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a field of computer science that aims to create machines that can 

perform tasks that typically require human intelligence, such as reasoning, learning, 

perception, and natural language processing. This field is interdisciplinary, drawing on 

concepts from computer science, mathematics, psychology, and philosophy (Russell & 

Norvig, 2010). The goal of AI is to create machines that can learn, reason, and act 

autonomously in complex and uncertain environments. One of the key features of AI is its 

ability to learn from data. This involves training algorithms on large datasets to identify 

patterns and make predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so.  

Nilsson (1998) emphasizes that progress in AI requires a deep understanding of the nature of 

intelligence. He argues that intelligence is not a single, monolithic concept, but rather a 

collection of cognitive abilities that enable us to solve a wide range of problems. These 

cognitive abilities include perception, attention, memory, language, and reasoning. 

Developing AI is therefore not a simple question of progress in one field individually, but 

several combined.  

Since AI is an umbrella term for a whole field, several subsets are highly relevant. However, 

in this section, focus will be on ML (Machine Learning) and DL (Deep Learning). 

2.2.1 Machine Learning 

 

Machine Learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence that involves the development of 

algorithms and models that enable computers to learn and make predictions or decisions based 

on data without being explicitly programmed (Murphy, 2012). The key idea behind ML is to 

use data to automatically discover patterns, relationships, and insights that can be used to 

make predictions or decisions on new, unseen data. 

Jordan and Mitchell's (2015) article "Machine learning: Trends, perspectives, and prospects" 

provides a comprehensive overview of the field of machine learning. According to the 

authors, the goal of ML is to create algorithms and models that can learn from data, take 

action based on that data, and improve their performance over time. This is accomplished 

through a process of iteratively training the model on increasingly complex and varied 

datasets, with the aim of optimizing its accuracy and generalizability. 

One key aspect of ML is its reliance on statistical techniques to extract patterns and insights 

from data. These techniques include regression analysis, clustering, and classification, among 

others. By applying these methods to large and complex datasets, ML algorithms can identify 
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subtle relationships and correlations that would be difficult or impossible for humans to detect 

(Murphy, 2012). 

In his paper "Some Studies in Machine Learning Using the Game of Checkers" from 1959, 

Arthur Samuel describes his pioneering work in the field of ML, specifically the development 

of a computer program that could play and improve at the game of checkers. This program, 

called the "Checker-Playing Program", was notable for its use of a self-learning algorithm that 

could improve its performance over time through experience and trial-and-error. 

Samuel's approach was based on the idea of reinforcement learning, which involves training a 

machine learning algorithm through a series of rewards and punishments. In the case of the 

Checker-Playing Program, the algorithm was rewarded for making good moves and punished 

for making bad ones. Over time, the program learned to associate certain board configurations 

with positive or negative outcomes and used this knowledge to make better decisions in future 

games. 

2.2.2 Deep Learning 

Deep learning (DL) is a subset of machine learning that is based on artificial neural networks 

with multiple layers of abstraction, including an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and 

an output layer. Each layer consists of multiple nodes or neurons, which are connected to the 

nodes in the previous and next layers (Russell & Norvig, 2010). 

DL, much like Machine Learning, uses development of algorithms and patterns to allow 

systems to learn and develop an understanding of unknown and previously untaught situations 

and data. During the training phase, the weights of the connections between the neurons are 

adjusted to minimize the error between the predicted output and the actual output. DL is 

currently at the forefront of numerous applications in various fields such as image and speech 

recognition, natural language processing, and robotics. 

One of the key features of DL is the ability to learn end-to-end mappings between the input 

data and the output, which can be used for tasks such image classification and object 

detection. Another important feature is the ability to automatically learn hierarchical 

representations of data, which can be used to extract meaningful features and reduce the 

dimensionality of the data (Russell & Norvig, 2010).  

A notable application of DL is the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), where DL 

models have achieved impressive results on tasks such as machine translation, sentiment 

analysis, and text classification. Kim (2014) presents a DL architecture called the 

convolutional neural network (CNN) that can effectively model the local and global features 

of text data. The author demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach on several NLP tasks, 

achieving state-of-the-art results on sentiment analysis and topic classification benchmarks. 
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2.2.3 Teaching the AI 

There are many ways of teaching an AI, and adding data points for it to analyze and base 

decisions on. However, thus far there is no definitive “right” way of doing it. There are 

different schools of thought and action that are more effective depending on the usage of the 

AI and amount of data it’s going to be basing decisions on. 

Supervised learning is one of the main strategies to teach AI, it entails the training of 

algorithms using data, where input-output pairs serve as examples. The algorithm learns 

patterns, enabling it to generalize and make predictions on new, unknown data. Our main 

concern with supervised learning is the possibility of bias in the training data, which can 

result in discriminatory behavior in the AI system (Goodfellow, Courville & Bengio, 2016). 

This can be particularly problematic when the training data is not representative of the entire 

population, such as when data is collected from a specific demographic group. An example of 

this would be Amazon's hiring bias debacle, which reportedly made it difficult for any non 

male applicant to be considered, since most of the AIs training data came from male 

submitted resumes (Dastin, 2018). Additionally, there is a risk of overfitting, which occurs 

when the AI system becomes too specialized in the training data and is unable to generalize to 

new situations (Goodfellow, Courville & Bengio, 2016). 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a type of machine learning in which an agent learns to interact 

with an environment in order to maximize a cumulative reward signal (Sutton, 2018). Unlike 

supervised learning, in which the agent is given labeled data to learn from, and unsupervised 

learning, in which the agent must find structure in unlabeled data, RL requires the agent to 

learn from feedback signals received after taking actions in an environment. The goal of RL is 

to learn a policy, which is a mapping from states to actions, that maximizes the expected 

cumulative reward over time. One of the key advantages of RL is that it can learn optimal 

behavior in complex and uncertain environments, where it may not be feasible to calculate all 

possible states and actions (Sutton, 2018). 

 

2.3 Defining bias 

The definition of bias is “the action of supporting or opposing a particular person or thing in 

an unfair way, because of allowing personal opinions to influence your judgment” 

(Cambridge Dictionary, n.d.). In the context of recruitment, bias is an important factor to 

acknowledge, as the decisions made may affect people's career and livelihood. Bias itself has 

a lot of subsections. This thesis will focus on the three subsections of racial bias, gender bias 

and sexuality bias. 
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2.3.1 Gender bias 

Gender bias refers to the systematic favoritism or discrimination towards individuals based on 

their gender during the recruitment process. It can manifest in various ways, such as biased 

language in job descriptions, gendered expectations, or unconscious biases during candidate 

evaluation. (Brescoll, Uhlmann & Newman, 2013).  Gender bias may lead to 

underrepresentation of certain genders in specific roles or industries, perpetuating gender 

inequalities. 

2.3.2 Racial bias 

Racial bias involves the unequal treatment of individuals based on their race or ethnicity 

during recruitment. It can occur through various means, including discriminatory hiring 

practices, biased resume screening, or subjective evaluations influenced by stereotypes. Racial 

bias not only limits opportunities for individuals from marginalized racial or ethnic groups but 

also perpetuates social inequalities and hampers diversity and inclusion efforts within 

organizations (Pager et al., 2009). 

2.3.3 Sexuality bias 

Sexuality bias pertains to prejudice or discrimination based on individuals' sexual orientation. 

It involves negative attitudes, stereotypes, or discriminatory actions towards individuals who 

identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or other sexual orientations (Pager et al., 2009). Sexuality 

bias can manifest in various forms, including harassment, exclusion, stigma, and denial of 

rights or privileges. It perpetuates social inequalities and denies individuals the ability to 

express their authentic selves. Overcoming sexuality bias involves promoting acceptance, 

understanding, and equal treatment for individuals across the spectrum of sexual orientations. 

2.4 Bias within recruitment 

The recruitment process plays a crucial role in shaping the composition and diversity of the 

workforce in various industries, including the IT sector. However, it has been widely 

acknowledged that bias within recruitment can hinder equal opportunities and perpetuate 

inequalities. This section aims to explore the topic of bias within recruitment, through the 

three main lenses mentioned above.  

Bias depending on gender remains a significant concern in recruitment practices. Otugo et al. 

(2020) highlight the prevalence of potential bias against women and underrepresented 

individuals, and the increase of this bias as a result of modern recruitment techniques like 

virtual interviews. Things such as non-verbal cues and unconscious biases, can 

unintentionally disadvantage women and contribute to the perpetuation of gender disparities 

in the IT sector (Otugo et al., 2020). Furthermore, research has historically shown that women 

get paid less for similar work in international organizations. Filmer, King & Van de Walle 
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(2005) also show potential discrimination in pay, explaining that “The difference in mean 

current salaries between men and women (holding nationality group constant) is 14 percent, 

almost half of which cannot be attributed to differences in observed characteristics such as 

age, education, and previous work experience.” (Filmer, King & Van de Walle, 2020, p.19). 

Reducing this bias is possible however, through actions such as using gender-neutral language 

in job advertisements, and having women in leadership positions (Chatterjee & Shenoy, 

2023). Women also have a greater perceived prevalence of gender bias in other areas such as 

education (García-González, Forcen & Jimenez-Sanchez, 2019), which may also apply to 

areas such as recruitment. 

Similarly, racial bias in hiring processes is an area of critical examination. Edward and Park 

(1999) shed light on the existence of racial bias within recruitment, emphasizing the impact it 

has on equitable access to opportunities. Their research highlights the need to address biases 

in the evaluation and selection of candidates to promote a more inclusive and diverse IT 

workforce. The pay within international organizations depends on your country of operation. 

People from developed countries that have access to bank loans earn 5% more money than 

people from countries without this access (Filmer, King & Van de Walle, 2005). It should be 

noted that in the case of this pay difference, it is more likely to be due to structural changes 

than differences in characteristics according to the authors. Filmer, King & Van de Walle 

(2005). also mention that the hiring process is shifting, where it may become less biased as 

more women and people from developing countries enter the workforce. 

In the context of sexuality bias, Everly, Unzueta, and Shih (2015) conducted a study that 

sheds light on the biases faced by gay and lesbian job applicants. Their research findings 

revealed intriguing insights into how sexual orientation impacts perceived hireability. The 

study found that men perceived gay and lesbian job applicants as less hirable compared to 

heterosexual job applicants. On the other hand, women tended to perceive gay and lesbian 

applicants as more hirable than heterosexual applicants. These findings underscore the 

presence of bias based on sexual orientation and its potential influence on hiring decisions, 

and shows that a variety of people may be needed within an organization in order to reduce 

hiring bias, as predicted by Filmer, King & Van de Walle. (2005).  

2.5 Bias within AI 

The development of artificial intelligence (AI) systems entails multiple stages that can 

contribute to the emergence of bias. This section will delve into the details of how bias can 

manifest within AI, focusing on data collection and preprocessing, algorithmic design, and 

system implementation. 

2.5.1 Data collection and preprocessing 

Bias may originate during the data collection phase, wherein training data can mirror 

historical societal inequities, giving rise to biased patterns (Jussupow et al. 2021). Biases in 

data can stem from several sources, such as human-generated labels, data sampling 
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techniques, or data collection processes influenced by societal stereotypes or prejudices 

(Barocas & Selbst, 2016). Moreover, it is important to acknowledge that the human factor 

plays a crucial role in the data collection process. Human biases can inadvertently seep into 

the data collection phase, whether through subjective labeling, biased sampling techniques, or 

the influence of prior beliefs and stereotypes (Friedler et al., 2018). These human biases can 

introduce skewed or unrepresentative data, which in turn may lead to biased outcomes when 

training AI algorithms. These biases can be perpetuated when training AI models, 

subsequently leading to biased outcomes in recruitment decisions. Addressing this challenge 

necessitates meticulous attention to data collection methodologies, ensuring the inclusion of 

diverse and representative data samples while minimizing the impact of biased annotations. 

While AI algorithms are intended to operate without human biases, the reality is that the 

design of these algorithms involves human choices and subjective decision-making. Human 

biases can manifest in algorithmic design through the selection of features, the formulation of 

optimization objectives, or the choice of evaluation metrics (Kusner et al., 2017). Therefore, it 

becomes crucial to critically evaluate the design choices and ensure that human biases are not 

inadvertently embedded into the algorithms. 

2.5.2 Algorithmic Design 

Bias can also manifest within AI through choices made during algorithmic design. Biases may 

arise from the mathematical modeling and optimization objectives of AI algorithms. For 

instance, if a model is trained to minimize prediction errors without explicitly considering 

fairness criteria, it can inadvertently learn and perpetuate discriminatory patterns present in 

the data (Bolukbasi et al., 2016). Algorithmic biases can manifest in various forms, such as 

differential error rates across different demographic groups or biased predictions based on 

protected attributes. Tackling algorithmic bias calls for the development of fairness-aware 

algorithms that incorporate fairness metrics and constraints into the optimization process. 

2.5.3 System implementation 

Further, bias within AI can develop during the implementation phase. System design choices, 

including feature selection, performance metrics, and decision thresholds, can introduce or 

amplify biases in AI applications. Biased outcomes may arise if certain features 

disproportionately influence the decision-making process or if performance metrics do not 

account for fairness considerations (Caliskan et al., 2017).  Moreover, human biases can 

inadvertently permeate AI systems through the subjective interpretation and encoding of 

decision rules. As the implementation of AI systems involves human agency and decision-

making, which can introduce or perpetuate biases. Factors such as the interpretation of AI 

outputs, the setting of decision thresholds, or the consideration of contextual factors are 

influenced by human judgment. These subjective decisions can inadvertently amplify or 

reinforce existing biases in the AI system (Kleinberg et al., 2017). It is imperative to have 

mechanisms in place to address potential biases during the system implementation phase and 

ensure that human interventions are guided by fairness considerations. Mitigating bias at the 

implementation level necessitates careful system design, integrating fairness-aware 

considerations and ensuring transparency in decision-making processes. An example of AI 
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system bias is Microsoft Tay, a chatbot launched in 2016. Designed to interact with users on 

social media, Tay swiftly adopted offensive and biased language due to exposure to 

inflammatory content, underscoring the potential pitfalls of inadequate data filtering and 

insufficient oversight in AI implementation (Vincent, 2016). 

2.5.4 Trust and AI 

Users' interactions with AI systems span a wide spectrum, from seeking recommendations for 

everyday choices like driving routes or content preferences to relying on AI algorithms for 

complex decision-making in fields such as finance and healthcare. However, alongside the 

growing reliance on AI, there emerges a complex interplay between trust and fear, especially 

when it comes to the potential for AI to make incorrect decisions (Cui, 2023). 

Trust is a cornerstone of human relationships, and its extension to interactions with 

technology, including AI, is crucial for establishing confidence in the system's capabilities. 

Users tend to trust AI systems that consistently provide accurate and relevant 

recommendations, thereby simplifying their decision-making processes. This trust is often 

reinforced by AI's ability to process vast amounts of data, recognize patterns, and offer 

insights that human judgment might miss. When AI consistently delivers positive outcomes, 

users feel more comfortable relying on its advice, resulting in a sense of partnership between 

humans and machines (Cui, 2023).  

However, this evolving trust in AI is not without its apprehensions. One significant fear is the 

possibility of AI making incorrect decisions, which can have varying degrees of impact 

depending on the context. Too much trust in a system can sometimes lead to conformity. Liel 

& Zalmanson (2020) found that clearly visible mistakes were trusted by users, because of 

previously high accuracy. While AI's processing capabilities are formidable, it lacks the depth 

of human intuition and contextual understanding. Users may fear that AI might fail to account 

for nuanced factors or unexpected variables, leading to misguided recommendations or 

decisions that do not align with human values.This fear of AI making wrong decisions can be 

exacerbated by a lack of transparency and explainability (Förster et al. 2020). If AI operates 

as a "black box," (Schmid, 2023) providing recommendations without offering insight into 

how those recommendations were generated, users may become wary of blindly following AI 

advice. The inability to understand the reasoning behind AI's suggestions can hinder users' 

willingness to trust its decisions, as well as their ability to criticize it (Förster et al., 2020).  

Developers and designers are working towards enhancing the transparency of AI systems. An 

example of this would be to build their decision-making processes to have tools like 

interpretability tools and visualization dashboards to make them more comprehensible to 

users (Raji, 2019). By providing explanations for AI-generated recommendations, users can 

better evaluate the credibility of the advice and gain insights into the factors considered by the 

AI. Proactive steps, such as auditing training data for bias, employing diverse teams during 

development, and continually monitoring AI outcomes, can ensure fairness and rectify 

discrepancies that erode trust. Encouraging users to critically assess AI recommendations, 

cross-referencing them with their own judgment, can mitigate the risk of blind conformity 

(Raji, 2019). 
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2.6 Thematic Overview 

The thematic overview serves as a summary of the topics and aspects of the literature review. 

Furthermore, it serves as a guide for creating the questionnaire used for data collection.  

 

 

Table 2.1: Thematic Overview 

Theme Sub-theme Literature 

The Recruitment Process Stages of the recruitment 

process 

(Cambridge Dictionary, 

N.D.), (Cook, 2009), 

(Indeed, 2023), (Kethley & 

Terpstra, 2005) 

Understanding AI, Machine 

Learning, and 

Algorithms 

What is AI (Nilsson, 1998), (Russell & 

Norvig, 2010) 

Machine learning (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015), 

(Murphy, 2012), (Samuel, 

1959)   

Deep learning (Kim, 2014), (Russell & 

Norvig, 2010) 

Teaching the AI (Dastin, 2018), (Goodfellow, 

Courville & Bengio, 2016), 

(Sutton, 2018) 

Defining Bias What is bias (Cambridge Dictionary, n.d.) 

Gender bias (Brescoll, Uhlmann & 

Newman, 2013) 

Racial bias (Pager et al., 2009) 
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Sexuality bias (Pager et al., 2009) 

Bias within Recruitment Gender Bias (Chatterjee & Shenoy, 

2023), 

(Filmer, King & Van de 

Walle, 2005), (García-

González, Forcen & 

Jimenez-Sanches, 2019),  

(Otugo et al., 2020) 

Racial Bias (Edward & Park, 1999), 

(Filmer, King & Van de 

Walle, 2005) 

Sexuality Bias (Everly, Unzueta & Shih, 

2015), (Filmer, King & Van 

de Walle., 2005) 

Bias within AI Data collection and 

preprocessing 

(Barocas & Selbst, 2016), 

(Friedler et al., 2018), 

(Jussupow et al., 2021), 

(Kusner et al., 2017) 

Algorithmic Design (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) 

System implementation (Caliskan et al., 2017), 

(Kleinberg et al., 2017), 

(Vincent, 2016) 

Trust and AI (Cui, 2023), (Förster et al, 

2020), (Raji, 2023), 

(Schmid, 2023) 
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3 Research Methodology 

3.1 Search Strategy 

As mentioned in 1.1, the main purpose of this study is to answer the research question: “How 

do recruiters in the Swedish IT sector perceive the effectiveness of AI tools in mitigating bias 

within the recruitment process?”. As such, researching the three areas of Bias, Recruitment 

and Artificial Intelligence is crucial, as well as their connections and any gaps in literature.  

Using databases and tools such as Google Scholar, LUBSearch, EBSCOHost Research 

Databases and SpringerLink, the literature was selected based on articles and books from 

several different journals, after analyzing their impact scores and relevancy in their respective 

subjects. ResearchGate was also used in order to view articles, but only in cases in which the 

article was confirmed to be published in a high impact score journal and peer reviewed and 

was not accessible to us directly through that journal due to fees or inability to download the 

document. 

Because the literature covers three main areas: Bias, AI and Recruitment, several different 

sets of keywords were used, which include:  

 

 

Table 3. 1: Keywords used for literature review 

Keywords In combination with: 

AI 

Artificial Intelligence 

Bias 

Gender 

Sexuality 

Racial 

Discrimination 

Machine Learning 

Deep learning 

Recruitment 

Selection 

Fairness 

Deep Learning 

Preprocessing 

Algorithmic design 

System implementation 

within 

in 

definition 
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3.2 Method of Data Collection 

In order to gain a higher number of respondents, a self-administered questionnaire was chosen 

as the data collection method. The questionnaire aims to focus on a mix of factual data and 

opinionated data, through the combination of open and closed questions.  

The benefit of a questionnaire is the fact that the answers are easier to analyze as researchers, 

and they are easy for a respondent to complete compared to for example a full interview. In 

addition, the ability for the questionnaire to be self-administered lowers the risk for changes in 

answer due to the behavior of the researchers or administrators (Oates, 2006). 

Closed questions allow for direct analysis to be done on the amount of answers provided, 

while open questions may provide different viewpoints to the researches previously not 

thought of, and may uncover a problem in the area of recruitment that may not be very 

explored yet. Closed questions aim to provide a pattern in answers, where open ended ones 

may bring guidance for potential issues or benefits that the administrator had not previously 

thought of (Oates, 2006). 

However, it is also important to consider disadvantages with choosing questionnaires as a data 

collection method. Firstly, respondents are not able to ask researchers questions directly, 

which may lead to frustration of the respondent, or alternatively an inability to answer the 

questions themselves. Additionally, the truthfulness of the answers cannot be checked by the 

researchers (Oates, 2006). As such, it is vital when creating the questionnaire to give clear and 

concise questions that are easy to answer for people working in the field of recruitment, and to 

be able to verify the answers in other means, especially when making a Web-Based 

questionnaire. 

According to Oates (2006), the disadvantages of questionnaires include the fact the 

researchers cannot provide clarity of the subject, and respondents often cannot motivate their 

answers. In order to combat this, each part ends with optional open-ended questions, where 

respondents can clarify and motivate parts of their answers. The questionnaire is divided into 

an initial information page describing the purpose and intent of the research and the contact 

information to the researchers, as well as three other sections.  

Section 1 consists of control questions. The main objective is to gather information about the 

respondent, while not collecting any compromising personal information such as their name 

or where they work in accordance with The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

(European Commision, n.d.). The first two questions verify that the respondent is qualified to 

answer the questionnaire. Any respondents not answering “Yes” to both of these are excluded 

from data analysis. 

Section 2 deals with the issue of bias within recruitment, where respondents answer questions 

related to bias within the current recruitment process, such as the prevalence of different types 

of bias, or the change of it during their time as a recruiter. An optional, open-ended question 

is provided at the end of the section where the respondent is able to describe the main 

challenges they face in addressing bias as part of recruiting.  
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Section 3 addresses the possibility of implementing AI as part of the recruitment process. The 

section begins with a short text, explaining terminology used. Respondents provide 

information about whether they use AI in recruiting, and the potential help and harm AI tools 

could cause within the industry according to them. Two optional, open-ended questions are 

provided at the end, where respondents can describe the ways AI has helped them in 

recruiting and any incidents where AI would cause problems respectively. 

A pilot study was sent out to 5 respondents that were not part of the target group, with the 

main purpose of identifying any potential errors in the layout and structure of the 

questionnaire, and any potential issues in clarity. According to Oates (2006), a questionnaire 

needs to be both well-made and attractive to increase response rate. This pretest was not made 

to evaluate the questions, but instead the structure of the questionnaire itself, with the purpose 

of making it easy to follow along and increase the number of respondents as a result. 

Following the completion of the pilot study, the questionnaire was distributed to the 

previously decided target group, where errors were corrected in the structure and one question 

that was not deemed clear and purposeful towards the study was removed. 

All questions can be found in “Appendix A – Questions”. 

3.3 Sample Criteria, Respondents, Questionnaire 

The target group for the research was defined as “Recruiters who work for an IT company, or 

for a recruitment firm specializing in IT positions, for the Swedish job market”. As such, 

control questions were set up in order to assure the reliability of the respondents’ answers. 

The respondents were selected based on these criteria, and sent the questionnaire, either via 

contact on LinkedIn, or through E-mail.  

3.4 Ethical Aspects 

According to Oates (2006), several ethical aspects must be considered when conducting 

research, including the right not to participate, the right to withdrawal, the right to give 

informed consent, the right to anonymity and the right to confidentiality.  

The right to not participate was considered through the initial information page of the 

questionnaire, stating “participation is entirely voluntary”. The purpose and intent of the 

research has also been made clear here, as well as what the data will be used for. The contact 

information of the researchers was provided, where respondents can contact the researchers in 

order to have their answers deleted, or alternatively have their answers be made confidential.  

Respondents remain anonymous through the questions asked, where name and affiliation is 

not provided as part of the answers. Contacting specific respondents through the channels 

mentioned in 3.3 ensures that the data collected remains reliable while minimizing the 

potential risks of gathering sensitive data. 
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3.5 Validity and reliability 

Validity and reliability are both important matters when conducting research. Validity is 

divided into two parts, internal and external validity.  

Internal validity measures the ability of the research to be relevant to the subject it is trying to 

measure (Jacobsen, 2017). In order to meet this criteria and make the research relevant, a 

comprehensive theoretical overview was made, which was then used to create the table of 

questions used in the questionnaire for data collection, shown in “Appendix I - Questions”. It 

is very important in quantitative research to make sure that every question asked in a 

questionnaire is well formulated and relevant to the overall purpose, as the data collected is 

only as good as the questions asked (Oates, 2006). 

External validity measures the ability of the research to be generalized and therefore able to 

be applied to a bigger audience or population (Jacobsen, 2017). The benefits in a quantitative 

method lies in the larger amount of responses, which helps contribute to the external validity 

of the research. This makes it more likely that the answers represent a reliable portion of the 

target group.  

Reliability is the ability of the research to be trusted (Jacobsen, 2017). Simply collecting a 

large amount of data is not helpful in itself, as the target group must still be well defined, 

preventing answers from unqualified respondents that could negatively affect the reliability of 

the results. As such, the respondents were chosen according to the method in 3.3 with the 

purpose of balancing the size of the target group with the amount of respondents.  

 

3.6 Reflection on Methodology 

The decided method and approach was deemed appropriate for the scope and purpose of the 

research, providing useful insight into the opinion on AI use and implementation in 

recruitment processes. However, it should be noted that the amount of responses gathered 

means a lower statistical significance than what may be needed to achieve conclusive results. 

The research method produced results that were deemed to be satisfactory to the scope of the 

bachelor thesis. However, the method could be improved through an increased number of 

respondents which could increase external validity of the results, opening up the possibility of 

further data analysis, such as the Pearson correlation coefficient.  

Alternatively, a mixed methods approach could be used in larger scale research. This method 

would consist of questionnaire data listed in 3.2 and analysis in part 3.3 to gather the general 

attitude and thoughts towards AI use in recruitment. Interviews would also be conducted with 

experts in implementing AI systems to get insight into the implementation of AI tools from a 

development standpoint. The benefits of such a method would be to both gather an overall 

picture of the use of AI tools within recruitment on a larger scale, as well as getting a deeper 

insight into the technical implementations of AI tools and the possibility to debias them. 
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Furthermore, calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between results and giving the 

reliability an exact numerical value could be an improvement on the legibility of the results, 

giving a numerical correlation value that shows the pattern between the different questions 

analyzed in “Appendix D - Response Analysis”. 
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4 Results 

“This chapter presents the findings from the analysis of the collected data through 

questionnaires”. Each of the first three parts starts with presenting each relevant question, 

with a description of the responses. The final part summarizes the results in table form. 

4.1 Control Questions 

The first question of our questionnaire was one of two control questions which aimed to 

ensure validity of the answers. Out of the respondents, three people (15%) answered that they 

do not work within the recruitment sector. Thus three of the respondents' answers needed to 

be excluded from the data. 

 

Figure 4.1: Do you work within recruitment? 

Out of 20 total respondents, three (15%) answered that they do not work for an IT company or 

a recruitment agency within the IT sector. Thus there were additional respondents’ answers 

which had to be excluded from the data. 
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Figure 4.2: Do you work for an IT company or a recruitment agency within the IT sector? 

 

A total of four respondents had to be removed, because of failed control questions. One 

respondent answered negatively only on the question “Do you work within recruitment?”.. 

One respondent answered negatively only on the question “Do you work for an IT company 

or a recruitment agency within the IT sector?”. Two respondents answered negatively on both 

questions, totalling 4 ineligible respondents. Therefore the presented data for the following 

questions will include only 16 respondents. 
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Out of 16 total respondents, a majority (68.8%) answered that they would describe themselves 

as interested in or knowledgeable of AI within recruitment. Five respondents (31.3%) 

answered that they do not.  

 

Figure 4.3: Would you describe yourself as interested in or knowledgeable of AI within recruitment? 

4.2 Bias within Recruitment 

The question “What is your assessment of the prevalence of bias in the current recruitment 

process?” is formatted in the form of a scale question, where respondents answered between 

option 1 (Negligible Bias) and 5 (Significant bias). The results show a neutral trend, with a 

most recurring value, or mode, of 3 (Average bias), and a mean of 2.875 (Slightly below 

average bias)

 

Figure 4.4: What is your assessment of the prevalence of bias in the current recruitment process? 
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The question “How much do you think personal preferences and subjective judgements of 

human recruiters contribute to bias in the selection of candidates?” is formatted in the form of 

a scale question, where respondents answered between option 1 (No Role) and 5 (A very big 

role). The results show a trend towards a bigger role in the selection, with a mode of 4 (6 

respondents) and a mean of 3.5 (In Between an average and big role). 

 

Figure 4.5: How much do you think personal preferences and subjective judgements of human recruiters 

contribute to bias in the selection of candidates? 

Four respondents to the open-ended question highlighted cultural differences as the main 

challenge when facing bias in the recruitment process. One respondent listed the need to make 

sure that everyone else in the process is unbiased, while one respondent listed denial and low 

level of self awareness as one of the main challenges. 

 

The question “How confident are you in your ability to identify and address bias in the 

recruiting process?” is formatted in the form of a scale question, where respondents answered 

between option 1 (Not confident) and 5 (Extremely confident). The results show a positive 

trend, indicating that recruiters on average are very confident in their ability, with a mode of 4 

and a mean of 4. 
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Figure 4.5: How confident are you in your ability to identify and address bias in the recruiting process? 

 

The question “How common has racial bias been within the industry during your time as a 

recruiter?” is formatted in the form of a scale question, where respondents answered between 

option 1 (Non-existent) and 5 (Extremely common). The results are mixed, with responses 

leaning slightly in the negative (not common). The most recurring value is 2 (not common) 

and the mean is 2.75. 

 

Figure 4.6: How common has racial bias been within the industry during your time as a recruiter?  
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The question “What changes have you observed in the prevalence of racial bias during your 

time as a recruiter?” is formatted in the form of a scale question, where respondents answered 

between option 1 (A lot less bias) and 5 (A lot more bias). The results show a trend towards 

less bias over time. The most recurring value is 2 (less bias) and the mean is 2.3125. 

 

Figure 4.7: What changes have you observed in the prevalence of racial bias during your time as a recruiter? 

The question “How common has gender bias been within the industry during your time as a 

recruiter?” is formatted in the form of a scale question, where respondents answered between 

option 1 (Non-existent) and 5 (Extremely common). The results show a trend towards less 

bias. The most recurring value is 2 (not common) and the mean is 2. 

 

Figure 4.8: How common has gender bias been within the industry during your time as a recruiter? 
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The question “What changes have you observed in the prevalence of gender bias during your 

time as a recruiter?” is formatted in the form of a scale question, where respondents answered 

between option 1 (A lot less bias) and 5 (A lot more bias). The results are mixed, leaning 

slightly towards the lower end. The most common answers are 1 (A lot less bias), 2 (less bias) 

and 3, (No change). The mean is 2.5, showing an overall slight decrease in the prevalence of 

gender bias over time. 

 

Figure 4.9: What changes have you observed in the prevalence of gender bias during your time as a recruiter? 

The question “How common has sexuality bias been within the industry during your time as a 

recruiter?” is formatted in the form of a scale question, where respondents answered between 

option 1 (Non-existent) and 5 (Extremely common). The results show a trend towards less 

bias. The most recurring value is 1 (non existent) and the mean is 1.9375. 

 

Figure 4.10: How common has sexuality bias been within the industry during your time as a recruiter? 
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The question “What changes have you observed in the prevalence of sexuality bias during 

your time as a recruiter?” is formatted in the form of a scale question, where respondents 

answered between option 1 (A lot less bias) and 5 (A lot more bias). The results are mixed, 

with a slight trend towards less bias. The most occurring value, the mode, is 3 (no change) 

and the mean is 2.5625, showing an average decrease in the prevalence of sexuality bias over 

time. 

 

Figure 4.11: What changes have you observed in the prevalence of sexuality bias during your time as recruiter? 

4.3 Bias within AI 

Our first question in the section “AI-based recruitment and its effect“ has to do with the 

respondents hands-on experience with AI in their current companies recruitment process. The 

question was “As far as you know, does your company use AI in any part of the recruitment 

process?”. The possible answers was Yes(37.5%), No(56.3%), Not comfortable 

answering(0%) and Don’t know(6.3%).  
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Figure 4.12: As far as you know, does your company use AI in any part of the recruitment process? 

 

The question “How effective do you perceive current AI technologies to be in mitigating bias 

in recruitment processes?” has the format of a scale from “Ineffective” (1) to “Extremely 

effective”(5). Results here lean towards being decently effective, however it’s clear there’s 

room for improvement, since no respondents picked the most positive option. The most votes 

were placed on option 4(effective) and the average opinion for this question is therefore 

2.8125. 

 

Figure 4.13: How effective do you perceive current AI technologies to be in mitigating bias in recruitment 
processes?  
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The question “To what extent are you afraid of an AI making a selection decision based on 

unfair bias?” has the format of a scale from “Not afraid” (1) to “Extremely afraid” (5). The 

results show a small to decent amount of fear, but again nothing in the extreme. The most 

votes were placed on option 3(afraid) and the average opinion for this question is therefore 

2.4375. 

 

Figure 4.14: To what extent are you afraid of an AI making a selection decision based on unfair bias? 

 

The question “How big of an issue do you believe the risk for bias to be as a result of 

insufficient data input?” has the format of a scale from “Not an issue”(1) to “An extremely 

big issue”(5). All our respondents agree it is an issue, however it’s not an extremely big issue 

to most. The most votes were placed on option 4(a big issue) and the average opinion for this 

question is 3.25. 
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Figure 4.15: How big of an issue do you believe the risk for bias to be as a result of insufficient data input? 

Two responses from the provided open questions highlighted the importance of bad data input 

as a problem within AI technologies being used in recruitment processes, specifically due to 

the use of same-company data or same-sector data that defines “successes” traditionally. For 

the full answers to the open-ended questions, refer to “Appendix III - Open Ended 

Questions”. 

 

The question “How big of an issue do you believe the risk for bias to be as a result of a bad 

algorithmic design?” has the format of a scale from “Not an issue”(1) to “An extremely big 

issue”(5). Not all our respondents agree it is an issue, however the overall option is leaning 

towards this being quite a big issue. The most votes were placed on option 4(a big issue) and 

the average opinion for this question is 3.5625. 
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Figure 4.16: How big of an issue do you believe the risk for bias to be as a result of a bad algorithmic design? 

 

The question “How big of an issue do you believe the risk for bias to be as a result of a bad 

system implementation?” has the format of a scale from “Not an issue”(1) to “An extremely 

big issue”(5). This question is a decisive one, since most of the votes land in the higher tiers 

of the question. The most votes were placed on option 4 and 5(an extremely big issue), and 

the average opinion for this question is 3.75. 

 

Figure 4.17: How big of an issue do you believe the risk for bias to be as a result of a bad system 
implementation?  
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The question “How big of a role do you believe human intervention should play in the 

decision-making process when using AI for recruitment?” has the format of a scale from “No 

role”(1) to “A very big role”(5). This question is also a decisive one, since most of the votes 

land on option 4 and 5 of the question. The most votes were placed on option 4(A big role), 

and the average opinion for this question is 3.8125. 

 

Figure 4.18: How big of a role do you believe human intervention should play in the decision-making process 

when using AI for recruitment? 
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4.4 Summary of results 

Below is a table that summarizes the findings found in the graphs, Areas marked with a * 

have been analyzed according to the tables in “Appendix D - Response Analysis“. 

Table 4. 1: Summary of Results 

Area Main Findings 

Bias within Recruitment ● Bias is still prevalent in the current recruitment process, 

and is overall quite common. 

● According to respondents, human subjective judgements 

and unconscious bias contribute to a large portion of 

bias during selection, despite respondents being very 

confident in their own ability to identify and address 

bias. 

● All three types of bias appear to still exist in the 

selection process, and are perceived to be common.  

● The most common type of bias in selection according to 

the study is racial bias, followed by gender bias and 

sexuality bias. 

● All three types of bias have gotten less common over 

time. Gender bias has seen the largest decline, followed 

by racial bias and sexuality bias. 

Bias within AI ● A minority (37.5%) of respondents both use and are 

aware of using AI as part of their recruitment process. 

● AI technologies are not perceived to be very effective at 

their current level in recruitment. 

● A majority of respondents feel that human intervention 

should play a major role in the decision-making process 

when using AI for recruitment.  

Response Analysis* ● Female respondents perceived gender bias as more 

prevalent than male respondents, and have seen a lesser 

decline in its prevalence over time. 

● Female respondents perceived sexuality bias as more 

prevalent than male respondents, and have seen a lesser 

decline in its prevalence over time. 

● Male respondents perceived racial bias as more 

prevalent than female respondents, but female 

respondents have seen a lesser decline in its prevalence 

over time. 

● Years of experience with recruitment does not seem to 

affect the confidence in respondents ability to identify 

and address bias. 
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5 Discussion 

The analysis of the collected empirical material provided us with valuable perceptions and 

attitudes towards AI-based recruitment, specifically concerning bias mitigation. The 

discussion below addresses our findings and compares them with previous literature in the 

context of bias in recruitment processes and AI implementation. 

In this essay we investigated how recruiters in the Swedish IT sector perceive the 

effectiveness of AI tools in mitigating bias within the recruitment process. Participants' 

positive view of AI's role in bias mitigation resonates with the growing interest in utilizing 

technology to reduce subjectivity in decision-making (Cui, 2023). However, intriguingly, 

women perceive a slightly higher degree of gender bias in recruitment than other genders, 

consistent with previous studies on the prevalence of gender bias in other contexts, such as 

education (García-González, Forcen & Jimenez-Sanchez, 2019). This suggests that women 

may be more attuned to gender-related biases and underscores the need to diversify the 

workforce, as shown by Chatterjee & Shenoy (2023). Furthermore, the differential perception 

of bias prevalence between genders raises important questions about the impact of societal 

and cultural factors on individuals' perceptions. The finding that female respondents have 

observed a lesser decline in the prevalence of gender and sexuality bias over time highlights 

the complex nature of bias reduction efforts. It underscores the challenges in achieving 

significant and sustained progress in combating biases that have deep-seated roots in societal 

norms and structures.  

Interestingly, male respondents perceived racial bias as more prevalent than female 

respondents did. This finding suggests that different genders may perceive and prioritize 

various forms of bias based on their unique experiences and perspectives. However, the 

observation that female respondents have seen a lesser decline in the prevalence of racial bias 

over time indicates the interconnections between different types of biases and the intricacies 

of systemic inequalities. The trend of declining bias prevalence over time reflects a positive 

shift in recruitment practices. Notably, overall gender bias is perceived to have the most 

significant decrease, followed by racial and sexuality bias. This positive trajectory resonates 

with the efforts of organizations and institutions to enhance diversity and inclusivity in their 

hiring practices, as speculated by Filmer, King & Van de Walle (2005). 

The finding that the relationship between years of experience in recruitment and respondents 

ability to identify and address bias raises important questions about the relationship between 

experience and bias awareness. Traditionally, one might assume that individuals with more 

experience in the recruitment process would possess a heightened ability to recognize and 

mitigate bias. One plausible explanation for this finding is that the recruitment process itself is 

embedded with bias that becomes normalized over time. Moreover, the results invite us to 

examine the extent to which training and education programs within the recruitment field 

effectively address bias. It is possible that training initiatives focused on bias awareness and 

mitigation may not be reaching experienced recruiters or may not be designed to adapt to their 

changing needs. Ensuring that such programs remain relevant and engaging for all levels of 

experience could be crucial to fostering bias awareness and effective intervention.  
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Another noteworthy aspect that emerges from the data is the paradoxical relationship between 

respondents' confidence in identifying bias and the persistence of human subjective judgments 

leading to bias. Despite respondents' strong belief in their ability to recognize and mitigate 

bias, the reported prevalence of unconscious bias suggests a misalignment between self-

assessment and actual outcomes, which could negatively influence AI recruitment algorithms 

according to Kleinberg et al. (2017). 

 

The absence of significant fear regarding AI making unfair decisions suggests a baseline level 

of trust in AI systems. Yet, this trust might be influenced by participants' limited exposure to 

AI decision-making outcomes(Cui, 2023). Moreover, concerns about algorithmic design and 

system implementation taking precedence over insufficient data input underscore the 

importance of focusing on comprehensive system development. The unanimous agreement on 

the importance of human intervention and oversight in AI-based recruitment aligns with 

previous studies on human-machine collaboration(Förster, 2020). This recognition of human 

judgment and ethical considerations signifies a conscious effort to avoid over-reliance on 

technology and to ensure accountability.  

One of our findings, that only a minority of respondents (37.5%) both use and are aware of 

using AI in their recruitment process does not reflect previous findings, as presented on 

ResumeBuilder (2023). However, this may indicate that the current state of adoption of AI 

tools within the Swedish IT-industry is lagging behind. Moreover, the big difference in 

adoption of AI could be explained by the magnitude of the company, or what work is being 

done. This suggests that while AI has gained traction, there is still a significant portion of 

organizations that have not embraced AI technologies in their recruitment practices. The 

relatively low awareness and adoption of AI, combined with the perceived ineffectiveness of 

current AI applications, indicate that the industry is at a crossroads in leveraging AI for 

recruitment. While AI technologies hold promise for streamlining processes and mitigating 

bias, it is evident that they are not yet meeting expectations in terms of efficacy. Whatever the 

reason, from the trust of the AI to how efficient it might be considered, it’s clear AI still has a 

way to go, before it’s common practice in IT recruitment. 
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6 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to better understand how recruiters perceive AI tools and their 

ability to mitigate bias as part of the recruitment in Swedish IT companies. 

Our results indicate that recruiters do not trust people to always make the right decisions, and 

to be unbiased. This could possibly be due to multifaceted differences in upbringing and 

underlying unconscious human bias in the recruiter, combined with lack of self-awareness and 

difficulty in identifying personal bias. They do trust AI, to not make unfair decisions, to a 

slightly higher degree, but only with a high amount of human supervision. This aligns with 

previous research showing that AI tools may not work optimally unless supervised by human 

users. Taking all these statements into consideration, we believe AI, in its current form, is not 

a sustainable or effective option for debiasing the recruitment process in the IT industry. 

Further progress in algorithmic design and implementation needs to be made before a 

trustworthy AI is created. Examples include easy ways of having oversight, as well as a 

transparent way for companies to gain insight into why and how decisions are made.  

Our findings suggest that issues like trust and acceptance of the tools would arise in wider 

usage of the currently available AI. However, the perceived issues in the current recruitment 

processes circulate around human error in the form of personal preferences and subjective 

human judgment. Having cultural and societal values will always be a hindrance when trying 

to be fully neutral, and that is something AI can be devoid of. It’s therefore our belief that 

with proper oversight and support, AI can be a very useful tool to diminish bias in the 

recruitment processes in IT companies. 

6.1 Limitations 

During the writing process, limitations and weaknesses of the research method have become 

clear. A quantitative method has its positives in the amount of data it can gather, and the 

numerical analysis possible due to directly comparable answers in the form of a number. 

However, due to the amount of responses being relatively low, we believe our findings may 

not be seen as indisputable answers. However, larger scale investigations may yield such 

results. 

6.2 Future Work 

The field of AI and bias within recruitment presents several possibilities for future research. 

An improved understanding of the users of AI tools is needed, but other areas also need to be 

understood in order to effectivize its use. This includes understanding the human factors that 

go into developing AI tools for use in recruitment, and the direct comparison of different tools 

and their usefulness, with and without human collaboration. While this thesis focuses on how 
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recruiters see AI tools and their use in the industry, direct comparison between an AI-based 

recruitment and a human-based recruitment is essential to fully understand its effect on bias.
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Appendix A - Questions 

Below shows the initial information page and all questions used in the respective parts 

mentioned in chapter 3.3 - Data collection and analysis, as well as their formats. Question 

formats have been derived from Oates (2006). 

 

 

Figure A 1: Questionnaire information page 
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Table A 1: Basic questions, format included 

Question: Question format: 

Do you work within recruitment? Yes/no 

Do you work for an IT company or a 

recruitment agency within the IT sector? 

Yes/no 

Would you describe yourself as interested in 

or knowledgeable to AI within recruitment? 

Yes/no 

What is your gender identity? Multiple Choice (Male, Female, Other, 

Prefer not to indicate) 

What is your age? Multiple Choice (Below 25, 25 to 35, 36 to 

45, above 46) 

Please choose the option which best reflects 

your current position. 

Multiple Choice (Senior/Executive 

Management, Middle 

Management/Supervisor, Support 

Staff/Administrative, Professional/Individual 

Contributor) 

Please indicate the amount of time you have 

worked at your current organization. 

Multiple Choice (Less than 5 years, 5-9 

years, 10-19 years, Longer than 20 years)  
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Table A 2: Bias in recruitment questions, format included 

Question: Type of Question: 

What is your assessment of the prevalence 

of bias in the current recruitment process? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How much do you think personal 

preferences and subjective judgments of 

human recruiters contribute to bias in the 

selection of candidates? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How confident are you in your ability to 

identify and address bias in the recruiting 

process? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How common has racial bias been within the 

industry during your time as a recruiter? 

Scale question (1-5) 

What changes have you observed in the 

prevalence of racial bias during your time as 

a recruiter? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How common has gender bias been within 

the industry during your time as a recruiter? 

Scale question (1-5) 

What changes have you observed in the 

prevalence of gender bias during your time 

as a recruiter? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How common has sexuality bias been within 

the industry during your time as a recruiter? 

Scale question (1-5) 

What changes have you observed in the 

prevalence of sexuality bias during your 

time as a recruiter? 

Scale question (1-5) 

What are the main challenges you face in 

addressing bias in the recruitment process? 

Scale question (1-5) 
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Table A 3: AI-based recruitment and its effect questions, format included 

Question: Type of Question: 

As far as you know, does your company use 

AI in any part of the recruitment process? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How effective do you perceive current AI 

technologies to be in mitigating bias in 

recruitment processes? 

Scale question (1-5) 

To what extent are you afraid of an AI 

making a selection decision based on unfair 

bias? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How big of an issue do you believe the risk 

for bias to be as a result of insufficient data 

input? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How big of an issue do you believe the risk 

for bias to be as a result of a bad algorithmic 

design? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How big of an issue do you believe the risk 

for bias to be as a result of a bad system 

implementation? 

Scale question (1-5) 

How big of a role do you believe human 

intervention should play in the decision-

making process when using AI for 

recruitment? 

Scale question (1-5) 

Have you found any specific ways AI has 

assisted or helped you work within 

recruitment? 

Open Question (Optional) 

Have you encountered any specific 

challenges or limitations in implementing 

AI-based recruitment solutions in your 

organization? If so, please describe. 

Open Question (Optional) 
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Appendix B - Graphs 

 

Figure B 1: What is your gender identity? 

 

 

Figure B 2: What is your age? 
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Figure B 3: Please choose from the option which best reflects your current position 

 

 

Figure B 4: Please indicate the amount of time you have worked at your current organization 
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Appendix C - Open Ended Questions and 
Answers 

 

Figure C 1: What are the main challenge you face in the recruitment process? 
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Figure C 2: Have you found any specific ways AI has assisted or helped you work within recruitment? 
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Figure C 3: Have you encountered any specific challenges or limitations in implementing AI-based recruitment 
solutions in your organisation? If so, please describe. 
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Appendix D - Response Analysis 

The below table shows cross analysis between respondents' responses to the question “Please 

indicate the amount of time you have worked at your current organization” and (“How big of 

a role do you believe human intervention should play in the decision-making process when 

using AI for recruitment?”).  

Table D 1: Relation between years of experience in recruiting on significance of human intervention when using 
AI for recruitment 

 Years of Experience 
 <5 5-9 10-19 20+ 
 
 
 

Amount of 
human 

intervention (1-
5): 

5 4 2 2 
4 5   
4 5   
3 4   
4    
2    
5    
4    
4    
4    

Total: 3.9 18 2 2 
Mean: 39 4.5 2 2 

 

 

 

 

Cross analysis between respondents response to the question “Please indicate the amount of 

time you have worked at your current organization” and “How confident are you in your 

ability to identify and address bias in the recruiting process?”. 

 

Table D 2: Relation between years of experience in recruiting on confidence in ability to identify and address bias 
in the recruitment process. 

 Years of Experience 
 <5 5-9 10-19 20+ 
 
 
 

5 3 4 4 
4 4   
4 4   
5 5   
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Confidence in 
identifying bias 

(1-5) 

4    
4    
4    
3    
3    
4    

Total: 40 16 4 4 
Mean: 4 4 4 4 
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Cross analysis between respondents’ response to the question “Please indicate the amount of 

time you have worked at your current organization” and “To what extent are you afraid of an 

AI making a selection decision based on unfair bias?”.  

 

Table D 3: Relation between years of experience in recruiting on fair of AI making unfair decisions. 

 Years of Experience 
 <5 5-9 10-19 20+ 
 
 
 

Fear of AI 
making unfair 
decisions (1-5) 

5 4 2 2 
4 5   
4 5   
3 4   
4    
2    
5    
4    
4    
4    

Total: 39 18 2 2 
Mean: 3.9 4.5 2 2 
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Cross analysis between respondents' responses to  the question “Please indicate your gender”,  

and the prevalence of gender bias, as well as its change over time. Question type indicates the 

question answered, Prevalence is the question “How common has Gender bias been within the 

industry during your time as a recruiter?” and Change is the question “What changes have you 

observed in the prevalence of gender bias during your time as a recruiter?”. Respondents 

choosing “prefer not to indicate” as their gender were not analyzed in this question. 

 

Table D 4: Relation between gender and perceived prevalence and change of gender bias. 

 Prevalence (Gender Bias) Change (Gender Bias) 
Gender: Female Male Female Male 

 
 
 

Answer (1-5): 

3 1 2 1 
3 3 3 4 
2 2 3 1 
2 1 4 2 
1  1  
3  4  
2  2  
2  3  
2  1  
2  3  

Total: 22 7 26 8 
Mean: 2.2 1.75 2.6 2 

 

 

 

 

Cross analysis between respondents' responses to  the question “Please indicate your gender”,  

and the prevalence of racial bias, as well as its change over time. Question type indicates the 

question answered, Prevalence is the question “How common has racial bias been within the 

industry during your time as a recruiter?”. Change is the question (“What changes have you 

observed in the prevalence of racial bias during your time as a recruiter?”). Respondents 

choosing “prefer not to indicate” as their gender were not analyzed in this question. 

 

Table D 5: Relation between gender and perceived prevalence and change of racial bias. 

 Prevalence (Racial Bias) Change (Racial Bias) 
Gender: Female Male Female Male 

 2 1 2 1 
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Answer (1-5): 

5 5 3 4 
3 5 3 1 
4 3 2 2 
1  1  
4  2  
4  3  
2  3  
2  2  
2  3  

Total: 29 14 24 8 
Mean: 2.9 3.5 2.4 2 
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Cross analysis between respondents' responses to  the question “Please indicate your gender”,  

and the prevalence of sexuality bias, as well as its change over time. Question type indicates 

the question answered, Prevalence is the question “How common has sexuality bias been 

within the industry during your time as a recruiter?” and Change is the question (“What 

changes have you observed in the prevalence of sexuality bias during your time as a 

recruiter?”). Respondents choosing “prefer not to indicate” as their gender were not analyzed 

in this question. 

 

Table D 6: Relation between gender and perceived prevalence and change of sexuality bias. 

 Prevalence (Sexuality Bias) Change (Sexuality Bias) 
Gender: Female Male Female Male 

 
 
 

Answer (1-5): 

2 1 2 1 
3 3 3 3 
2 1 2 2 
3 2 3 3 
1  1  
3  4  
1  1  
1  3  
3  3  
2  3  

Total: 21 7 25 9 
Mean: 2.1 1.75 2.5 2.25 
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